Build a world-class
cybersecurity program with
Kudelski Security and Splunk
Together with Splunk, we can help you take advantage
of the growing amount of data your organization
produces to bring more intelligence to your security
team, strengthen your security operations, improve your
security posture, and so much more.
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Splunk is a powerful tool that’s designed to help
organizations investigate, monitor, analyze, and
act on data at any scale.
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With Splunk, you can unify all of your data on a
single platform to:
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Access and
search data
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Many of Splunk’s most
impactful use cases
are within security
And at Kudelski Security, we’ll help
you map those use cases to your IT
and security teams’ needs – as well as
provide expert-level support from
deployment through maintenance to
ensure Splunk can continually deliver
your intended outcomes.

No matter where you are in your security journey, Splunk can help you:

Strengthen your
security operations

With event sequencing,
alert management, risk
scores, and customizable
dashboards

Incorporate
risk-based alerting

Conquer alert fatigue
and shorten queues
with high ﬁdelity,
risk-based alerting

Streamline threat
investigations

Gather all the context
you need in one view for
rapid investigations
and response

Free-up your teams
with automation

Use Splunk’s frameworks
and integrations to
automate traditionally
manual tasks

We’re one of Splunk’s most capable partners
Even if you’re already using Splunk, we’ll work with you to combine their platform with our suite of
security services to build a world-class cybersecurity program from the ground-up, or signiﬁcantly
improve the one you already have in place.

Complete Splunk lifecycle services

State-of-the-art security services

Fully or co-managed Splunk
deployments

Managed detection and
response (MDR)

Upgrades, maintenance, and
24/7/365 support

Incident response retainer services

Custom scripting, dashboards,
and visualizations
Data onboarding and migration

Security device management
and support
Advisory and assessment services

Why work with Kudelski Security?
Our company is built on a rich heritage of innovation, and we’d love an opportunity to show you what
Splunk and our managed security services can do for your organization.
Strong Splunk expertise

We’ll ensure it’s expertly deployed and that you get the right
data into the platform

Cybersecurity is our business

We understand what we’re protecting for you, and what we’re
protecting you from

Global footprint and reach

We provide services to enterprises and public sector
institutions across the planet

Our Cyber Fusion Center (CFC)

Our mature SOC operates 24/7/365 and powers our managed
security services

Find out what Kudelski Security
and Splunk can do for you
Having the right data and tools before a security breach happens has never
been more important. Reach out today to learn how we can help you address
some of your organization’s biggest cybersecurity challenges with Splunk.

kudelskisecurity.com/contact/#form

